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Seek adventure from the very beginning. ZeGame presents ZEodrive 2: Risk - Apocalyptic Adventures of a Driver in which you must help the human race to survive in the harsh northern lands,by driving and repairing the vehicle you find in the desert. ZEodrive 2: Risk features a simple control scheme
(attached to the screen) but offers a lot of varied vehicle puzzles in order to keep your attention glued to your TV.There are a lot of stunts,crashes,hazardous conditions,a simulation like atmosphere and a lot of other features that help you to feel even more like a real driver and to love the adrenaline-fueled
adventures even more. Detect is a local multiplayer action-puzzle game in which players are in search of an unknown force hidden in the environment. Detect features a 2v2 local multiplayer mode,online ranking through Steam and “Stick” to keep an eye on the progress of your friends. Detect has a unique
gameplay that relies on the elements of perception and manipulation. Players are placed in a complex environment. The game evolves through a series of puzzles in which the player must explore, detect and utilize the environment in order to solve the puzzle. That is possible by sticking to the wall, using
objects for grip, or by manipulating sounds and light. The player is freed from a fixed perspective and can explore the environment from any angle. The perspective is not fixed either, since at any moment, the user can acquire new view of the environment as if he/she moved and rotated the environment.

Game Features: Local multiplayer supported in 2 player split-screen local multiplayer. 2 Players Local Multiplayer: Two players can play locally in split screen mode. Each player chooses two classes and work cooperatively to solve the puzzles by manipulating the environment. Each class features two abilities,
the player can swap classes at any time. Online leaderboards are shared between players and can be accessed by friends while playing locally. Steam achievements including badges and trackables. Stick is a new way to play online games. While playing a game, stick to your friends or join group to find

common ground. Stick uses a chat to display information about player's position, comments and location. Stick is designed to display information and notifications relevant to the game and player's activities and location. Stick is designed to work with games that use Steam's

Fantasy Grounds - Dungeon Crawl Classics RPG Annual Features Key:
1.Multiplayer & Singleplayer
2. Tons of custom emotes

3.Separate game gamemodes
4. Multiple Resources

5.You can play it on a PC, and even on a PlayStation 4
6.Thousands of beautiful art

7.An amazing soundtrack
8.Domination map

9.Boosts an avatar picture
9.Custom Skins/Avatars
10.Million of other stuffs

Common questions:

1.Will skin codes will be available? Answer: Yes. We'll have skin codes for more spwingraphy skins
2.Does the game use steam? Answer: No, but you can decide to go the Steam way. Yes, at first we have made an exclusive game code for this game but now we have to re-curate it manually. Just go to get the game here:>
3.For how long will you publish new content? Will you still release maps? Answer: Yes, we'll be always releasing new content! New content will be usually every 2 weeks. After a while we'll be concentrating more on content and less on have a new-game-each-week.
4.Why is Frontierspirits an exclusive group and not FantasyFrontier? Answer: In our opinion the remoteness of the server makes it accessible only to FantasyFrontier
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